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Current integrator systems usually use active RC integrator circuits. Crucial dificulty associated with this
analogue system is the integrator drift. The following paper presents the idea of the active integrator circuit based
on inductive and resistive components. This concept allows to eliminate the time drift of the circuit, which is
undesired phenomenon resulting from capacitive components working in the traditional negative feedback loop.
The SPICE simulations were performed to validate the presented idea. Then, prototype circuit with discrete
components was tested. Inductors were based on nanocrystalline and air cores. The developed solution was tested
as magnetoelastic sensors transducer, to confirm the ability for long-term, continuous, drift-free, integrator circuit
operation. The results were compared with traditional, RC circuit with automatic drift compensation.
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1. Introduction
The magnetoelastic effect is based on the phenomenon
of changing magnetic properties of the material under the
influence of the applied stresses, resulting from minimising internal energy (magnetic, elastic and of anisotropy)
in case of change of Crystallographic construction of material caused by these stresses [1]. Magnetoelastic sensors, especial newly developed ones [2], allow to measure
compressive stresses , tensile stresses and torque, and are
widely utilized in industrial applications [3].
Nowadays, most of integrator circuits, needed to
proper operation of magnetoelastic transducer or another
sensor based on mathematical integral operation, are using RC principle. Crucial difficulty associated with this
is the integrator drift [4]. This effect makes long lasting
measurements especially difficult. There are some possibilities to minimize influence of drift, like frequently resetting circuit, or by compensating drift, but it needs additional work and it raises the measurement uncertainty.
It is known that integral operation on constant bias
voltage results [5] in linear shift of the output signal. In
theory, integration of alternating signal without a DC
component has to generate signal with no drift. Nevertheless, due to non-ideality of components (especially
difference in base to emitter or gate to source voltage
of input transistors) constant offset voltage appears [6].
This phenomenon is called drift and in turn leads to linear increase or decrease of a signal, reaching operational
amplifier’s saturation level. There are solutions allowing
to minimize the drift by periodic or permanent discharg-
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ing the capacitor, although it is complicated and may
distort the signal.
2. General idea
The presented idea is to replace RC [5, 7, 8] integrator
circuit with LR one. Equating together equations on current passing through ideal inductance L (with parasitic
resistance RL  0 Ω) iL and through iR and converting
them the following formula is obtained:
»
R
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Fig. 1.

Electric schematic of the LR integrator circuit.

In fact, beyond the superconductive coil, there is always serial resistance of wire from which the coil is manufactured, which changes character of the circuit to inertial first-order system. Nevertheless, by taking advantage
of such a system and choosing appropriate components
integration operation may be provided. This occurs for
proper frequency range, when impedance of the coil will
be considerably higher than the parasitic resistance of
the coil. Characteristic parameters of design system like
natural frequency ω0 , amplification ku and phase shift ϕ
are expressed by formulae (2)–(4) [9]:
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Bs is a saturation magnetic field density and a is directional factor. Fig. 3 presents operation of the system
for step function input for f  0.7 Hz.
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3. Simulations
In magnetoelastic sensors, transducer working frequencies of are of the order 0.1 Hz÷1 kHz, depending on the
material of the sensor core. It is deemed that signal frequency should be at least 10 times greater than natural
frequency of inertial first-order system to ensure correct
operation of integration.
Firstly, real standard coil with air core with inductance
of 1H and parasitic resistance of 75.00 Ω was modeled.
Simulation was based on [10] National Instrument SPICE
program – Multisim. From the parameters of the coil
it could be determined that lower working limit will be
about 120Hz and simulations proved it (Fig. 2). In simulation circuit was tested as a triangle generator – after
setting step function on the input of the system, there
should be triangle signal on the output.

Fig. 3. Output of the simulated system with nanocrystalline core inductor for step function, f  0.7 Hz.

4. Experiments

Fig. 2. Output of the simulated system with air core
inductor for step function, f  125 Hz [10].

Formula (2) implies that, in order to reduce the lower
limit of working frequency of the circuit, quotient RL to
L should be decreased. Such conditions can be assured
mainly through the use of inductors based on core with
high permeability, increasing L while maintaining small
RL . In order to achieve this, inductor with core made
of Fe73.5 Cu1 Nb3 Si15.5 B7 nanocrystalline alloy was used.
Its magnetic permeability is up to 90 000 for 10 kHz test
frequency.
In contrast to air, which is paramagnetic, used core is
ferromagnetic and fundamentally changes simulation and
working of such inductors due to phenomena of saturation of the core – coil. Parameters of the hysteresis loop
were measured with hysteresisgraph [11]. On the basis of
the measurement results, the simplified equation of the
hysteresis loop was designed in the form:

H
B pH q  BS tanh a
.
(5)
BS
That can be entered into simulation software.

To test the presented idea, prototype of the device
with a replaceable coil was made. Experiments with
air core [10] proved proper working of the tested circuit
and confirmed that lower limit of working such system is
about 120 Hz.
Measurements for nanocrystalline core were started at
frequency 1 kHz to test proper working of the system and
then decreased to 100 Hz, 10 Hz ending with 0.7 Hz frequency, that is the lowest frequency, for which the system
was operating properly.

Fig. 4. Acquired signals for the real system with
nanocrystalline core inductor for step function, f 
0.7 Hz.
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During the measurements, it was noticed that for decreasing working frequency and decreased impedance of
a coil which cased increase in current passing through the
coil, it is important to control amplitude of input signal
in order not to saturate the coil. Fig. 4 shows acquired
signal for 0.7 Hz. System works properly even when the
high frequency noise is significant compared to the input
signal amplitude.
Appropriate examination of the system operation was
to test it as a magnetoelastic transducer. Fig. 5 shows acquired signals for 1 kHz frequency. The results obtained
confirm the proper operation of the system and show
that working frequency can be much smaller than for the
circuit with air core. The transducer will be especially
effective for samples with maximum flux density change
under stresses influence. Exemplary hysteresis loop for
such samples are presented at Fig. 6.
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hour. System created by us, for the same conditions had
1mV drift which can be related to errors in processing of
an oscilloscope.
5. Conclusions
In presented paper, uncommon kind of integrator circuit was presented. In the practical application, circuit
requires a signal conditioning system to prevent saturation of the core. Depending on the changes caused by the
applied load, the system alone can be a magnetoelastic
transducer or require additional processor systems.
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